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You will learn

1. Polymer flood are ideally suited for 
reservoirs where normal waterfloods fail 
due to high heterogeneity or high oil-
water mobility ratio.

2. Polymers are also used in gas injection 
and waterflood projects for treating 
conformance problems.

3. Polymers are also used in many EOR 
projects to providemobility control 
behind the injected chemical slug.
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4. Polymers are subject to 
mechanical breakage, shear 
degradation, temperature 
sensitivity, and bacterial decay.

5. Selection of right polymer for 
right application is very important.

6. Some polymer solutions exhibit 
rate-sensitive behavior.
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7. Some polymers exhibit increased 
effective viscosity while flowing in 
a reservoir.

8. Adsorption of polymer by rock is 
a major design consideration.
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Introduction

Non-thermal oil recovery methods
could be considered for moderately 
viscous oils (50-200cp), thin formation 
(less than 9 m), low permeability's (less 
than 1 Darcy) and large depths (greater 
than 900m). 
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Non-thermal methods serve 
to: 

-reduce the viscosity of the 
oil, 

-increase the viscosity of 
the displacing fluid, or 

-reduce the interfacial 
tension.
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Polymer Injection

–In this process, a water-soluble polymer 
is used to decrease the mobility ratio of 
water flooded by increasing the drive 
water viscosity, and primarily improve the 
volumetric sweep efficiency.

–It is applicable in the less than 10 to 150 
cp viscosity range. 
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• A polymer flooding is suited for 
reservoirs where normal waterfloods 
fail due to one of the two reasons:
High Heterogeneity and High oil -
water mobility ratio.

• Polymer floods mainly target oil in 
areas of the reservoir that have not 
been contacted efficiently. 
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• Polymers are also used in many other 
EOR processes - such as surfactant 
and micellar floods - to provide 
mobility control at the chemical slug 
- chase water contact. 

• In addition, polymers are also 
employed for treating conformance 
problems.
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Polymers are long thread-like molecules that 
are flexible and resilient. When added to 

water in a small amount, they have a 
number of positive effects:

1. Increase apparent viscosity of water
and thereby lower oil-water mobility 
ratio.

2. Lower mobility ratio results in 
improving displacement efficiency as 
well as vertical and areal sweep 
efficiencies 
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3.Selectively lower permeability to 
water without impacting permeability 
to oil.

4.Improve injectivity and productivity 
profiles.
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Polymers are quite expensive.

Continuous injection is cost prohibitive.

Only a small volume of polymer slug (25 
to 40% PV) is injected which is then 
pushed ahead into the reservoir with 
plain water.
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• Polymer have been used in oil 
production in three modes:

• As near-well treatments to 
improve the performance of 
water injectors or watered out 
producers by blocking off high 
conductivity zones.
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• As agents that may 
be cross-linked in 
situ to plug high 
conductivity zones at 
depth in the 
reservoir.

• As agents to lower 
water mobility or 
water-oil mobility 
ratio.
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• Laboratory and simulation studies showed 
that the oil recovery is generally higher 
than water flood oil recovery, perhaps 1 
to 5 incremental.

• Polymer flooding was reported to be 
successful in Huntington Beach, California 
and in Taber South, Canada.

• This process is not cost-effective for 
heavy oil.
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The advantages of polymer flooding are 
two-fold:

1. a reduction in the quantity of water
required to reduce the oil saturation to 
its residual value in the swept portion of 
the reservoir.

2.  an increase in the areal and vertical 
coverage in the reservoir due to a 
reduced water flood mobility ratio.
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What is a Polymer?

• Polymer is a chemical that is composed of 
a number of individual molecules that  are 
attached in some manner.

• These units are usually associated in a 
pattern that repeats itself throughout the 
length of each polymer repeating units and 
are called MONOMERS.
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• Example:  Polyacrylamide (PAM)

• CH2 – CH – CH2 – CH – CH2 - CH –
• l                  l                   l
• C = O         C = O         C = O
• l                  l                   l
• NH2             NH2            NH2
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Polyacrylamides (PAM)

The polymer straight chain is made up of many 
acrylamide monomer molecules. Hence, its 
molecular weight can be tailor made to any 
desired range (in general from 1 to 10 million ).

The molecule is very long and thin. It is therefore 
subject to mechanical breakage and shear 
degradation.

The molecule contracts as salt concentration
increases. The presence of divalent ions (calcium 
and magnesium) is very detrimental.
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Polysaccharrides (PS)

• It is a bioplymer with average molecular
weight of 3-5 million.

• The ring structure provides rigidity and 
is therefore resistant, to mechanical 
degradation and tolerant to salinity.

• It is highly susceptible to bacterial 
action and can create formation 
plugging.
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Mobility Ratio Concept

• The mobility ratio is defined as the 
mobility of the displacing phase to the 
mobility of the displaced phase. 

• The water-oil mobility ratio can be 
written as:

M   = λw / λo = Krw μo / Kro μw
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• The role of water-soluble polymers is to 
increase the water viscosity and also to 
reduce the permeability of the rock to 
water, in other words, to reduce the 
water-oil mobility ratio close to unity or 
less.
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• After water breakthrough into the 
producers, the flow of the two 
phases in the swept area of the 
reservoir is controlled by the 
fractional flow equation:

• fw   =  1 / (  1 + (Ko/ μo) (Kw/μw))

• and     fo   =  1  - fw
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Method Description

• In polymer flooding, a slug of 
polymer solution is injected 
into the reservoir with a 
prior injection of a low-
salinity brine (fresh water) 
slug. 

• The polymer slug is followed 
by another fresh water slug 
and by continuous water 
injection.
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Polymer flooding improves oil recovery over water 
flooding by increasing the reservoir volume 
contacted. 

• It is successful when applied in the early 
stages of a water flood process.

• Reservoirs with high permeability 
variations, the risk factor is high.
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Polymer Types

• There are two principle types of 
polymers being used in field applications:
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• Polyacrylamides: 

• Is obtained by the polymerization of the 
acrylamide monomer.

• It has a molecular weight higher than 3 
million and a linear chain molecular 
structure. 

• It is sensitive to salt, less expensive and 
providing higher residual resistance to drive 
water injection.
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• Polysaccharides: 

• Is obtained from sugar in a fermentation 
process caused by the bacterium 
Xanthomonas campestris.

• It is not affected by salinity, and shear 
effects can be tolerated. 

• This biopolymer is expensive; its stability 
degrades at temperatures above 200ºF, and 
is not retained on rock surfaces.
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Properties of Polymer Solutions

• Rheology:

• Both types of polymer solutions give non-
Newtonian flow characteristics.

• The viscosity of Polymer solutions decrease 
with increasing temperature.
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Stability:

• Mechanical Strength
• Bio-polymers are shear stable, but PAM 

can be segregated by mechanical shear.

• Thermal Stability
• Many laboratory tests have not shown 

long-term temperature stability much 
higher than 259F.
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• Bacteriological Stability
• Bactericides are used in treating oil field 

waters.

• Chemical Stability
• The viscosity of polymer solutions is 

sensitive to salts.

• Clays increase polymer adsorption.
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Resistance Factor

• The measure of the 
mobility reduction is 
known as the resistance 
factor:

• R   = λw/ λp   =   Krw μp 
/ Krp 
μw    =   
Mw-o / Mp-o

• Polymers with high 
resistance factors can be 
used in permeability 
modification.
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Residual Resistance Factor

• The measure of the reduction of rock's 
permeability to water after polymer flow 
is known as residual resistance factor:

• Rr   =  ( Krw /μw) before polymer 
flow   /  ( Krw /μw) after polymer 
flow
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Field Projects

Parameter
No. of Projects         Mean             

•
• Depth, ft 87              4005
• T, ºF 88                         117
• Permeability, md 80                          453
• μo , cp 82                         21.5
• Polymer ppm 48                          279
• Recovery, %OOIP 20                          3.85
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• The original permeability of the core, having 
been reduced by adsorption on the rock 
surface and by mechanical entrapment of 
polymer molecules, cannot be recovered.
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Guidelines for Polymer Application

• Reservoir characteristics

• Depth: a critical factor only when related to 
reservoir temperature.

• Temperature: less than 200ºF assure a stable 
polymer solution.

• Pressure: is not critical if it permits the 
injection pressure to be less than the 
formation parting pressure.
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• Porosity: must be medium to 
high (higher than 18%).

• Permeability: good between 50 
and to 250 md.
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Fluid Characteristic

• Oil viscosity: up to 200 cp.

• Oil saturation: high
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Guidelines for Reservoir Selection

1. Vertical and areal heterogeneity is the 
primary cause for low recovery under 
the existing waterflood.

2. Reservoir is not compartmentalized. 
There are no major faults, fractures, 
high permeability thief zones, or zonal 
discontinuities.

3. Rock does not contain excessive clays 
and minerals
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4. Water salinity in the reservoir is not 
high. Also, clean fresh water source is 
available for preparation of polymer 
solution.

5. The oil recovery target should be high
to afford expenses associated with 
injection of large volumes of polymer 
solution.

6. Reservoir temperature should be less 
than 2500 - 3000 F. New thermally 
stable polymers are being developed but 
their costs are high.
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7. The crude oil viscosity is such that the 
effective mobility ratio is in the target 
range -- 2 to 20.

8. Reservoir is liquid filled. Otherwise, 
,substantial quantities of polymer 
solution may be lost to filling in the void 
pore space, inadvertent movement into 
the gas cap, or displacement of oil 
outside the drainage area of the well.
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Designing a Polymer Flood Program

• Laboratory flow tests should be 
contacted to duplicate the polymer flood 
program under the reservoir P&T 
conditions. 

• These tests in preserved or wettability-
restored cores would provide information 
on  polymer concentration effect on 
effective viscosity, polymer injectivity, 
chase water injectivity, adsorption loss, 
retention, reduction in residual oil 
saturation, polymer slug size, oil 
recovery, etc.
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• Using the conventional methods for 
predicting watertlood response can also 
make estimate of polymer flood 
response. 

• It is done on the assumption that 
polymer water would be used throughout. 
Hence, the predicted results are often 
optimistic.
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POLYMER FLOODING

What have we learned to-date?

1.The international projects - China, 
Germany, France, Austria Oman, 
Canada - have proven successful (both 
technically and economically) in 
recovering incremental oil over 
waterfloods.

Incremental Oil Recovery = 6 to 52% 
OOIP.
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2. The USA projects (128) have been only 
marginally effective in recovering 
incremental oil over waterfloods.

• Avg. Incremental Oil Recovery = 4.9% 
OOIP.

• The polymer quantity (PV x PPM) used in 
the successful international floods 
exceeded the USA floods by factor of 3 
to 16.
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3. Projects cover a wide range of reservoir properties 

• Reservoir Temperature < 1500 F
• High Perm, Porosity Sandstones
• Salinity. Domain - - 5 to 200K PPM Polymers -

-
• HPAM, Xanthan 
• Polymer Quantity - - 46 to 700 PV x PPM 
• Oil Saturation at Start of Flood - - 50 to 70% 
• Oil Viscosity - - 7 to 80 cp
• Viscosity of Injected Polymer - - 10 to 20 cp
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4. Many reasons are cited for the success 
of these projects:

• Improved areal and vertical sweep 
efficiencies 

• Improved displacement efficiency 
• Acceleration of oil production 
• Shortening of project life 
• Re-pressurization of reservoir
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5. The successful projects were 
matched viscosity floods - -
the viscosity of polymer bank 
at the leading edge was equal 
or higher than oil viscosity 
under reservoir conditions.
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6. Many successful projects used a polymer 
concentration taper, thereby minimizing 

slug breakdown due to fingering.

7. Detailed laboratory core floods, small-
scale field pilots, and simulation modeling 

preceded successful floods.


